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Dear All,
1) In the last Newsletter, a distinction was made between static and dynamic presentations of works of art. In this newsletter, I will discuss the distinction between lectures and
films. A distinction will also be made between «physical lectures» and «virtual lectures».
A virtual lecture is a physical lecture which has been filmed and can be attended by
looking at YouTube.
The comparison between a physical lecture and a film will be expressed through a proportion à la Plato : a physical lecture is to a film as theatre is to cinema or television.
It is well known that an excessive look at television, which is a continuous production
of different rapid images, has a naughty effect on attention. The mind has no time to assimilate the images which scroll before the eyes, and the constant renewal of this behaviour
results in a lowering of attention. Besides, except for a few striking images, the memory
of what has been too rapidly seen gets lost.
On the contrary, the rhythm of the human voice produced during a physical lecture,
which is centered on a precise theme, fits with the standard human capacity of assimilation
and has an affective and a penetrating effect on the mind. Its content can be modulated
according to the difficulty of the subject, and according to the reactions of the public during the lecture. Besides, the speaker can respond questions the audience might have raised.
From the point of view of the formation of the mind, physical lectures take over films.
One of my talks in Cagliari (translated into English by Sharon Breit-Giraud) http: //
www. math-art. eu/ Documents/ pdfs/ Cagliari2013/ pedagogical-virtues-math. pdf )
was devoted to showing the positive effects on different people of such lectures on math
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and art.
A virtual lecture in the form of YouTube maintain advantages of a physical lecture,
even though it cannot be any more modulated according to the public who watches it, and
despite the fact that the physical contact is lost with the speaker and with the objects he
would like to give life and comment. It has the enormous advantage over the physical
lecture to be able to reach anybody who has got a computer or any equivalent device. It
can be watched by the same people an unlimited number of times, so that the spectator
may assimilate the complete content and meaning of the YouTube. But it is not an artistic
work in general, unlike an excellent film.
Linked with local exhibitions, Jos Leys and I have made several exposés given to classes
of pupils of various levels in various places. Organized in conjunction with the local pedagogical authorities (DAAC-Paris) interested in our process, we shall have such new
experiments in Paris during the third week of March. We are in touch with the Department of Communication of the Poincaré Institute to have these events filmed. Maybe it
will be possible to cut these films into pieces in such a way that each piece will be available
by anyone, similar to YouTube.
2) Our Russian colleagues, in particular Dmitri Kozlov and Alexei Sossinski, are pushing forth the local setting up of the Arpam project. They should soon receive the official
agreement for the statutes of the local Math-Art organization which will have to guide the
realization of the project. In January, we meet with the Russian Ambassador to UNESCO
which will accord official UNESCO recognition for the project in Russia.
3) Our treasurer will be happy to receive your 2014 dues. Instructions are given on
our website (http: // www. math-art. eu/ adhesion. php ).

All my best wishes for a successful New Year !
Claude
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P.S. The work of art made by Paola Piu and Gregorio Franzoni for the Cagliari Conference has now entered the IHP gallery of mathematical models and small sculptures. Here
it is :
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